I. Introduction
The least squares problem is given as where R is an n n upper triangular factor and Q T Q = I, the solution is given as x LS = R ?1 z:
Here, the recursive least squares (RLS) problem is considered, where A and y are de ned in a recursive manner The scalar 1 is an exponential forget factor. The`standard' RLS algorithm is then based on QR updates and triangular backsolves, the triangular factor R and corresponding right-hand side z being stored and updated. However, it is well known that these two computational steps (updates & backsolves) cannot be combined eciently on a pipelined (systolic) array. To circumvent the pipelining problem, several alternative algorithms have been developed and mapped onto systolic arrays, but all of them are either ine cient (with O(n ?1 ) throughput) or overly complicated 2], or exhibit linear error build-up which is not stabilized by the exponential weighting 3].
II. RLS Algorithm
Here, we focus on a covariance-type RLS algorithm, which works with an inverse triangular factor R ?1 and may be summarised as follows 4]. An important aspect is that the (otherwise linear) error build-up is counteracted by the exponential weighting, or in other words, the algorithm below is stable if < 1 5] .
Initialize R ?T (lower triangular) and x LS for k = 1; : : :; 1
Step Step 2 : inverse update : such that the (n + 2; 1) element in the compound matrix of step 2 is zeroed. Our aim is now to derive a systolic array for the above algorithm.
III. RLS Array
The RLS array consists of an n n lower triangular array, where R ?T is stored and updated, with one additional row underneath it, where x T LS 1 is stored and updated. The above algorithm consists of two computational steps, each of which is readily implemented on the array. The matrix-vector product is computed in the usual way by feeding in ?a T k] k] from above and 0 : : : 0 from the right, in a skewed fashion, and then accumulating inner products from right to left ( Figure  1 ). As soon asã k] (1) runs out to the left, 1j2 k] may be computed and fed back into the array. In the next time step,ã k] (2) comes out, so that 1j3 k] may be computed, etc. The inverse update is then executed as indicated in Figure 2 .
The aim is of course to pipeline successive RLS updates. Here, a new matrixvector product is started o every second time step, so that the array will be lled up with matrix-vector products and inverse updates as indicated in Figure 3 . One time step later, this whole pattern is shifted one step down, as indicated in . To obtain consistent results, one has to implement a suitable correction scheme. The remarkable conclusion is that this correction scheme does not signi cantly complicate the cell functionality. Because of the limitated space available here, it is not possible to present a formal proof of correctness of the proposed RLS array. Let it su ce to say that its correctness has been veri ed by detailed software simulation.
It is readily seen that the crossing of matrix-vector product k] with inverse update k?i] will always stay in the (i+1)-st column. This is where the corresponding correction takes place. The correction is performed by applying (in the (i + 1)-st column) the transformations 1j? k?i] and G 1jn+2 k?i] to the intermediate matrix-vector products of time k] together with a scalar, which is propagated downwards in the (i + 1)-st column, and initially equal to zero. As already mentioned, this result is stated here without proof. The resulting functionality of the cells is given in Figures  5-6 . Note that only the cells with a in Figure 3 or 4 are active.
The cell description of Figure 5 is surprisingly simple. It is seen that the trans-formation , which comes in from the left, is applied to the stored element ij (after exponential weighting) and a scalar which is received from the upper neighbour. The resulting is then propagated downwards. For the processors on the diagonal the incoming = 0. The intermediate matrix-vector productã i comes in from the right (ã i = 0 for the processors on the diagonal), and is rst updated toã i + 1 ij a j , whereas a j is received from above and propagated downwards (unchanged). In addition, the correction is done by applying to this intermediate matrix-vector product and a scalar which is received from the upper neighbour. Again, for the processors on the diagonal the incoming = 0. The resulting andã i are propagated downwards and to the left, respectively. The functionality for the cells in the rst column is given in Figure 6 . It su ces to add the computation of . For the top cell the incoming = 1 and = 0.
In the bottom row with x LS , the cell functionalities are the same, apart from di erent notation (ẽ instead ofã i ) and the di erent type of transformation which is computed/applied (G k] instead of k] ). The weighting with 1 is also left out here. The successive least squares solutions are then available in the bottom row. As already mentioned, each cell is active only 50% of the time (cf. Figures 3-4 where only cells with a are active). Obviously, two cells could be combined into one processor, such that 100% e ciency is obtained. 
